Abstract: Indoor positioning systems (IPS) are used to locate people or objects in environments where the global positioning system (GPS) fails. The commitment to make bluetooth low energy (BLE) technology the leader in IPS and their applications is clear: Since 2009, the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) has released several improved versions. BLE offers many advantages for IPS, e.g., their emitters or beacons are easily deployable, have low power consumption, give a high positioning accuracy and can provide advanced services to users. Fingerprinting is a popular indoor positioning algorithm that is based on the received signal strength (RSS); however, its main drawbacks are that data collection is a time-consuming and labor-intensive process and its main challenge is that positioning accuracy is affected by various factors. The purpose of this work was to develop a semi-automatic data collection support system in a BLE fingerprinting-based IPS to: (1) Streamline and shorten the data collection process, (2) carry out impact studies by protocol and channel on the static positioning accuracy related to configuration parameters of the beacons, such as transmission power (Tx) and the advertising interval (A), and their number and geometric distribution. With two types of systems-on-chip (SoCs) integrated in Bluetooth 5 beacons and in two different environments, our results showed that on average in the three BLE advertising channels, the configuration of the highest Tx (+4 dBm) in the beacons produced the best accuracy results. However, the lowest Tx (−20 dBm) did not worsen them excessively (only 11.8%). In addition, in both scenarios, when lowering the density of beacons by around 42.7%-50%, the error increase was only around 8%-9.2%.
Introduction
Indoor positioning systems (IPS) have been the subject of much research in recent years, mainly because the global positioning system (GPS) signal suffers from attenuation in many indoor environments, rendering it impossible to use for positioning [1] , and because they have multiple and useful applications in real life [2] .
There are many technologies used in IPS, such as Wi-Fi, bluetooth low energy (BLE), ZigBee, visible light or earth magnetic field [3] , but none leads the field [4] . Among all these technologies, BLE is one of the most widely used in ubiquitous computing and in many Internet of things (IoT) applications [5] [6] [7] [8] .
BLE or bluetooth smart was introduced in 2009 as an extension to the Bluetooth 4.0 Core Specification (Bluetooth Classic) and was designed to support the IoT [9, 10] . Subsequently, improved signal strengths (RSS) from the different transmitters or beacons at spatial points of known coordinates, called reference points (RP). Each RP is then characterized by a signal pattern or fingerprint. The set of fingerprints associated with all the RPs is stored in the RP-database (RP-DB) or radio map. In the positioning phase (PPh), a user at a test point (TP) of unknown coordinates measures the signals coming from the different emitters and compares these signals with those obtained in the CPh through some matching algorithm, ultimately obtaining his position. The set of fingerprints associated with all the TPs is stored in the TP-database (TP-DB). The most common fingerprinting matching algorithms can be classified as [4] : (a) Deterministic, such as the nearest neighbor (NN) and its variants k-nearest neighbor (kNN) and weighted k-nearest neighbor (WkNN) [21, 22] , (b) probabilistic [23] and (c) machine learning and compressive sensing-based [24] .
Fingerprinting also has some drawbacks, the main one being that CPh is a time-consuming and labor-intensive process [25] . Regardless of the technology used, there are several approaches to data collection in the fingerprinting CPh, which can be classified as:
1.
Those that consist of a complete CPh, e.g., the traditional manual survey, where a user collects the signal at discrete and evenly distributed survey points [26] .
2.
Those that attempt by some means to reduce the time and effort of the CPh, e.g., path surveys, in which, by means of Gaussian processes, a dedicated user attempts to construct a signal map from a sparse set of fingerprints collected while walking through a space [27] , or interpolation-based methods, such as inverse distance weighted (IDW), radial basis function (RBF) or Kriging, which build a more populated RP-database from a few RPs [28, 29] . 3 .
Those that are CPh-free, which are subdivided into various categories, such as those that use online RSS measurements only or those that, in some manner, merge CPh and PPh using people, e.g., explicit or implicit crowdsourcing, in which users are involved in data collection, differing between them in the user incentive and degree of participation [1, 25] .
The main challenge in fingerprinting-based IPS is that accuracy is affected by several factors, such as signal-related and environment-related factors. With respect to the signal-related factors, the following can be mentioned: Reflection, refraction, path loss, large fluctuations, multipath fading, non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions, bearing in mind that many of these factors also depend on the type of material present in the environment [30, 31] . With respect to environment-related factors, the main factors are changes in hardware/furniture, presence of people or ambient humidity conditions [1, [32] [33] [34] .
An automatic system would have many benefits in various fingerprinting data collection approaches: e.g., quick and easy construction of datasets, in-depth studies on the position and density of beacons in a particular environment, studies on beacon parameters, quick maintenance of the RP-DB upon hardware/furniture changes, studies on weather conditions and their impact on positioning, etc.
The main contributions of this work are:
This paper is organized into six Sections: Section 2 reviews related works, Sections 3 and 4 will describe material and methods and the experimental setup. Section 5 shows the results of the tests carried out and in Section 6 we discuss the results and future lines of work.
Related Works
In this section we will analyze the works related to the study presented in this article. First, we will give an overview of the most used technologies in IP, focusing later on those that use radio frequency (RF) signals and, with more detail, BLE.
The technologies used in IP are diverse [3] : Optical, such as those that use visible light communication (VLC), sound-based, such as those that use ultrasound, those that use RF, such as the wireless local area network (WLAN) or bluetooth, or those that rely on naturally occurring signals, such as those that use the Earth's natural magnetic field.
With respect to VLC applied to IP, we can mention the work of Pathak et al. [35] where, among other issues, they analyzed the application of this technology to localization. A pioneer work on ultrasound technology applied to IP is that of Ward et al. [36] where the localization process was conducted through an array of microphones, tags carried by users and trilateration. An emerging technology applied to IP is magnetic positioning: In this field, we may mention the pioneer work of Haverinen et al. [37] , which proposed an approach to dynamic localization using magnetic distortion inside buildings.
RF-based technologies applied to IP may be the field with the most works. One of the first was that of Bahl et al. [26] using a combination of WLAN and fingerprinting, addressing, among other important issues, the variation of RSS depending on the user's orientation. This work was followed by many other important ones, such as those of Feng et al. [38] in which the authors used the theory of compressive sensing, or that of Kushki et al. [31] whose system, based on kernels, presented improvements compared to others that are widely used. Regarding other works based on RF technologies, we can mention that of Fang et al. [39] , performed on a realistic ZigBee sensor network, or that of Ni et al. [40] which pioneered radio frequency identification (RFID)-based systems. Regarding ultra wideband (UWB), which is an emerging technology in IP, Alarifi et al. [41] provided a detailed comparative analysis of UWB positioning technologies.
Focusing primarily but not exclusively on IPS using BLE technology, we divided these related works into three sections: (1) Generic works, (2) works whose subject matter is related to automatic or semi-automatic data collection systems and (3) works that study the configuration and placement of beacons.
Generic Works
Regarding works in which the viability of BLE technology in IP is analyzed, we can mention that of Kajioka et al. [42] and Faragher et al. [11] . In the first, in a 10.5 m × 15.6 m room they installed 22 BLE beacons reaching a correct position estimation rate of 96.6% for a portable device. In the second, the authors distributed 19 beacons in a 600 m 2 testbed to position a consumer device: They demonstrated the high susceptibility of BLE to fast fading, investigated key parameters in a BLE positioning system, such as the beacon density, Tx or A, achieving for two different densities errors of around 2.6 m and 4.8 m 96% of the time, which were better than the results obtained with a Wi-Fi network. Neburka et al. [43] studied the performance of BLE for indoor localization purposes using RSS in an ideal and a real environment. To explore this performance, a simulation model based on ray-tracing was proposed, proving that BLE technology is a promising technique for indoor positioning.
Zou et al. [44] proposed BlueDetect as an accurate, fast response and energy-efficient scheme for indoor-outdoor detection and seamless location-based services running on the mobile device based on iBeacon technology: Their scheme provides precise indoor-outdoor detection results to turn on/off on-board sensors smartly, improve their performance and reduce the power consumption of mobile devices simultaneously; seamless location-based services, such as positioning and navigation services, can be realized. Zhuang et al. [16] proposed an algorithm based on the integration of a channel-separate polynomial regression model, channel-separate fingerprinting, extended Kalman filtering and outlier detection for indoor localization using BLE beacons. It provided accuracies of less than 2.56 m 90% of the time with dense deployment of BLE beacons and less than 3.99 m 90% of the time with sparse deployment of beacons. Powar et al. [45] showed that different RSS behavior in typical environments of the three BLE advertising channels almost always has a significant effect on the aggregate signal, as well as significant implications for positioning. Their analysis indicates that a single channel signal is highly preferable to a composite signal for positioning purposes; they show that a fingerprinting scheme that uses a signal map for each advertising channel achieves significantly increased positioning accuracy (up to 3 m).
The aim of the work of Tosi et al. [46] is to review the main methodologies adopted to investigate BLE performance: They provided an analysis of throughput, maximum number of connectable sensors, power consumption, latency and maximum reachable range, with the aim of identifying the current limits of BLE technology. Contreras et al. [47] evaluated the viability of BLE for indoor positioning scenarios: They showed experimentally that, with proper configuration of the BLE devices, great performance can be obtained in terms of discovery time and energy consumption.
There are several works on types of effort reduction in the fingerprinting approach. Among them, we can cite those based on WLAN technology, such as that of Chai et al. [48] , which for a probabilistic location determination approach, tried to solve the problem of the large number of training samples required for calibration, reducing both the sampling time and the number of locations sampled in constructing a radio map. Their tests show that manual effort can be reduced substantially while a high level of accuracy is still achieved. King et al. [49] carried out an interesting study on the deployment, calibration and measurement factors for position errors by systematically investigating the number of access points, the number of samples in the TP, the number of samples in the PPh, and the setup of the grid of reference points. Ficco et al. [50] described an automatic tuning approach for positioning systems with the aim of reducing the manual calibration efforts. They proposed a simulation model of the signal propagation, in order to compute the RSSs without the on-field measurements, as well as to determine the better RP configuration; the approach was tested on the most used radio frequency-based technologies. In the work of Gao et al. [27] , they used what they call path surveys: An attempt to construct signal maps from a sparse set of Wi-Fi and BLE fingerprints collected while a person walks through a space. Using Gaussian processes, their results show that a path survey can provide maps of equivalent quality to a manual survey. Subedi et al. [51] used BLE technology to propose a localization technique that reduces the number of required fingerprint RPs by more than 40%, compared to a normal fingerprinting localization method and with a similar localization estimation error. Zuo et al. [52] proposed a graph optimization-based way of estimating the beacon positions and the RP-radio map without any dedicated surveying instruments. In both a dense (one beacon per 69 m 2 ) and a sparse beacon situation (one beacon per 137.5 m 2 ), their fingerprinting-based method, which adopts an estimated RP-radio map, gives higher mean positioning errors (2.78-4.11 m) than constructing the RP-radio map by exhaustive surveying as the authors in [16] did. Sadowski et al. [53] compared Wi-Fi, BLE, ZigBee and the long range wide area network (LoRaWAN) for use in an indoor localization system. They proved Wi-Fi to be the most accurate, followed by BLE, but BLE was also found to use the lowest amount of power.
Finally, there are the works that involve Bluetooth 5 in some way. Due to its recent introduction, we can only mention that of Karvonen et al. [54] , whose main goal was to evaluate experimentally the communications range and throughput performance of BLE 5 coded version, and that of Pancham et al. [55] , which identified BLE as one of the technologies that promise an acceptable response to the requirements of the healthcare environment and investigated in that context the latest improvements with Bluetooth 5 , especially with regard to its range when the signal penetrates through different types of multiple partitions.
Automatic or Semi-Automatic Data Collection Systems
With respect to automatic or semi-automatic data collection systems, Peng et al. [56] proposed a fast and efficient location fingerprint database (DB) construction and updating method, based on a self-developed unmanned ground vehicle platform: A smartphone was installed on that platform for collecting indoor RSS fingerprints, such as bluetooth and Wi-Fi. They showed that, compared with the traditional point collection and line collection schemes, the root mean square error of the fingerprinting-based positioning results were reduced by 35.9% and 25.0% in static tests and by 30.0% and 21.3%, respectively, in dynamic tests. Nastac et al. [57] addressed the problem of automatic data collection for the purpose of IP via RSS fingerprinting: A robotic platform with basic odometer sensors was used in a building to automate the process of data acquisition. Their results proved the advantage of using a robotic platform by reducing time spent in data acquisition from 16 down to two hours for 3000 observations, and the accuracy of measurement is increased due to the automatic process based on the robotic platform compared to the manual approach. De Blasio et al. [58] studied the impact and the interplay of configuration parameters related to BLE beacons in static indoor positioning as well as the orientation effect in the CPh: To reduce the data collection process, a semi-automatic system was introduced.
Configuration Parameters and Number/Placements of Beacons
Bulusu et al. [59] emphasized the importance of beacon placement in localization approaches and explained the need for empirically adaptive beacon placement algorithms: In their simulations, beacon density rather than noise level has a higher impact on the performance of beacon placement algorithms. Chawathe et al. [60] addressed the problem of beacon placement: They formalized the problem combinatorially as the problem of finding a maximum-resolution sub-hypergraph. An important feature of their approach is that the shape and size of the range of each beacon is completely arbitrary and may be specified based on the observed characteristics.
Ji et al. [61] analyzed the relationship between the number of installed beacons and their positioning accuracy: In a 100 m × 100 m space and using a path loss model, they deployed between 10 and 100 virtual BLE beacons in a random and in a grid manner. The simulations in the case of random beacon topology show that with more beacons the accuracy is better, although for a smaller number of beacons the values are close, while in the case of grid topology the performance is better with a dense beacon deployment. Kriz et al. [62] designed and implemented a distributed system for acquisition of a combination of Wi-Fi and BLE fingerprints: They tested several configurations of positions of transmitters (beacons) or their density and the influence of the scanning duration on the accuracy of the localization. Their results show that it is possible to improve the median accuracy by 23% and to reduce the variance. He et al. [63] defined the beacon deployment for positioning, formulated as an integer linear programming problem, and provided several theoretic bounds on the number of required beacons for unambiguous positioning: Their analysis and experiments show that their solution requires 2-8 times fewer beacons, compared to a naïve approach.
Castillo-Cara et al. [64] identified in a simple setup the main system parameters to be taken into account for the design of BLE 4.0 beacon-based indoor localization mechanisms, and explored two parameters: Transmission power and the physical characteristics of the scenario. They introduced a novel approach based on the use of an asymmetric transmission power setting of the beacons and concluded that an asymmetric transmission power setting may prove useful on mitigating the information to be provided to the classification algorithms due to the multipath fading effect. Paterna [65] proposed and implemented a real IPS based on a reduced number of BLE beacons that improves accuracy while reducing power consumption and costs. The three main proposals are channel diversity to reduce RSS dispersion, Kalman filtering to eliminate unwanted RSS values and an improved trilateration method. The analysis of the results proves that all the proposals improve the precision of the system (0.7 m 90% of the time for static devices). Falque et al. [65] proposed a novel cost-function that optimizes both the number of beacons and their placement in a given environment:
Their approach accounts for RF signal attenuation due to the environment and is independent of the localization algorithm used and the results show that 53% fewer beacons are needed.
Castillo-Cara et al. [64] identified in a simple setup the main system parameters to be taken into account for the design of BLE 4.0 beacon-based indoor localization mechanisms, and explored two parameters: Transmission power and the physical characteristics of the scenario. They introduced a novel approach based on the use of an asymmetric transmission power setting of the beacons and concluded that an asymmetric transmission power setting may prove useful on mitigating the information to be provided to the classification algorithms due to the multipath fading effect. Paterna [65] proposed and implemented a real IPS based on a reduced number of BLE beacons that improves accuracy while reducing power consumption and costs. The three main proposals are channel diversity to reduce RSS dispersion, Kalman filtering to eliminate unwanted RSS values and an improved trilateration method. The analysis of the results proves that all the proposals improve the precision of the system (0.7 m 90% of the time for static devices). Falque et al. [65] proposed a novel cost-function that optimizes both the number of beacons and their placement in a given environment: Their approach accounts for RF signal attenuation due to the environment and is independent of the localization algorithm used and the results show that 53% fewer beacons are needed.
Materials and Methods
Different tests were performed in two testbeds described in the following section. In these tests, a different number of Kontakt Pro beacons or Minew E7 beacons, based on Nordic Semiconductors SoCs nRF52832 and nRF52810, respectively, were used as Bluetooth 5 emitters. Even though both SoCs support high-speed connection at a bit rate of 2 Mbps and long-range communications, the firmware versions installed on both brands of beacons used in our tests only allow connection at a bit rate of 1 Mbps. Table 1 shows the codes for the different values of Tx in both brands of beacons. From now on we will refer to the value of Tx by its corresponding codes. An ASUS VivoBook X540U laptop with a Nordic Semiconductor nRF52840 BLE Development Kit (nRF52840 DK), based on SoC nRF52840, was used to collect the BLE signals. The nRF52840 DK was fixed on an orienting device (OD; see Figure 1a ,b) and connected to the laptop port via a USB cable [58] . firmware versions installed on both brands of beacons used in our tests only allow connection at a bit rate of 1 Mbps. Table 1 shows the codes for the different values of Tx in both brands of beacons. From now on we will refer to the value of Tx by its corresponding codes. An ASUS VivoBook X540U laptop with a Nordic Semiconductor nRF52840 BLE Development Kit (nRF52840 DK), based on SoC nRF52840, was used to collect the BLE signals. The nRF52840 DK was fixed on an orienting device (OD; see Figure 1a ,b) and connected to the laptop port via a USB cable [58] .
The OD allows a receiver (nRF52840 DK in this case) to be aligned automatically with a certain angle on the XY plane (or ground plane) with a resolution of 1°. The receiver can be attached horizontally or vertically to the OD (see Figure 1a ,b). For the construction of the OD, parts of the Lego MindStorms EV3 Education kit were used [58, 65] . The main parts were:
1. EV3 unit: Small computer that controls the motors and receives information from the sensors. 2. Servo Motor: According to the manufacturer, it offers accuracy to within 1°. 3. 8-tooth gear mounted on the motor shaft. 4. 56-tooth gear mounted on the receiver. 5. A light/color sensor: Used to calibrate the OD.
The control algorithm was written in Python running under an ev3dev (modified Debian) operating system on the EV3 unit [66] . In the CPh/PPh, the receiver is placed in a preset orientation of 0° using a light/color sensor. In the operation phase, from the previously obtained preset orientation, it responds to the specific orientation request received from the PC via USB. The motor encoder was used to estimate the position of the receiver at any time. Depending on the test, the nRF52840 DK was placed horizontally or vertically. The acquisition platform consists of an EV3 unit attached to a wheeled table at a height similar to that of a person holding a mobile device, the orientation of the table being fixed at all times (see Figure 2 ). The OD allows a receiver (nRF52840 DK in this case) to be aligned automatically with a certain angle on the XY plane (or ground plane) with a resolution of 1 • . The receiver can be attached horizontally or vertically to the OD (see Figure 1a ,b). For the construction of the OD, parts of the Lego MindStorms EV3 Education kit were used [58, 65] . The main parts were:
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The control algorithm was written in Python running under an ev3dev (modified Debian) operating system on the EV3 unit [66] . In the CPh/PPh, the receiver is placed in a preset orientation of 0 • using a light/color sensor. In the operation phase, from the previously obtained preset orientation, it responds to the specific orientation request received from the PC via USB. The motor encoder was used to estimate the position of the receiver at any time.
Depending on the test, the nRF52840 DK was placed horizontally or vertically. The acquisition platform consists of an EV3 unit attached to a wheeled table at a height similar to that of a person holding a mobile device, the orientation of the table being fixed at all times (see Figure 2 ). The sniffing software employed was Nordic Semiconductor nRF52Sniffer v2.0.0-beta3 together with Wireshark 2.6.1. The data collection process was initiated through a batch file that controls the orienting device and calls the sniffing software. Figure 3a ,b show the algorithm for the data collection process, depending on the database to be generated. In the case of the RP-DB, the coordinates of the particular RP, the sampling time and the angles at which the OD will place the receiver are entered as input data. In the case of the TP-DB, the coordinates of the particular RP and the sampling time are entered as input data. The OD is reset to 0° and a process begins in which the receiver is oriented by the different prefixed angles, taking the different data (mainly RSS, protocol, channel and MAC address) of each beacon through Wireshark. The data are validated at the end of the process, and if there are no capture errors, these values as well as the angles are inserted in the RP-DB. In the case of TP-DB, the The sniffing software employed was Nordic Semiconductor nRF52Sniffer v2.0.0-beta3 together with Wireshark 2.6.1. The data collection process was initiated through a batch file that controls the orienting device and calls the sniffing software. Figure 3a ,b show the algorithm for the data collection process, depending on the database to be generated. In the case of the RP-DB, the coordinates of the particular RP, the sampling time and the angles at which the OD will place the receiver are entered as input data. In the case of the TP-DB, the coordinates of the particular RP and the sampling time are entered as input data. The OD is reset to 0 • and a process begins in which the receiver is oriented by the different prefixed angles, taking the different data (mainly RSS, protocol, channel and MAC address) of each beacon through Wireshark. The data are validated at the end of the process, and if there are no capture errors, these values as well as the angles are inserted in the RP-DB. In the case of TP-DB, the process is similar but, in this case, the receiver is only situated in a specific orientation: In the tests carried out it was 90 • or the north direction. For a particular test and both in the CPh and the PPh, the same brand of beacons, laptop, receiver and software were used. WKNN was the pattern-matching algorithm used to compare fingerprints in both phases. WKNN is an improvement on the classic NN and kNN algorithms: RPs obtained in the CPh, which are closer to TPs obtained in the PPh, should have a higher weight than RPs that are far away. The estimated coordinates , of the TPs are calculated using the equation (1):
where , are the coordinates of the k-RP and are the weights for each distance . Figure 4a shows a simple example of application of the WKNN algorithm for two reference points RP1 and RP2, one test point, TP, and three beacons labeled B1, B2, and B3. The RSS value (dBm) of each beacon is measured at each RP/TP: These values can be represented in the signal space (see Figure 4b ), that is, for a particular RP or TP the RSS of all beacons is represented as a point in a multidimensional space. In this space, the distance = 1,2 from each RP to the TP is calculated by means of a distance or similarity metric, such as the Euclidean distance of equation (2):
where = 1,2,3 is the RSS from the beacon measured at reference point and is the RSS from beacon measured at test point TP. In this context, the main assumption in the WKNN algorithm is that the RPs closest to the TP in the signal space (having a smaller distance, ) are spatially close points. Consequently those RPs will have larger weights (see Equation (1)) and a larger contribution to the final value of the estimated coordinates , of the TP. The distance/similarity metric employed in this paper was the Euclidean [4, 67] . For a particular test and both in the CPh and the PPh, the same brand of beacons, laptop, receiver and software were used. WKNN was the pattern-matching algorithm used to compare fingerprints in both phases. WKNN is an improvement on the classic NN and kNN algorithms: RPs obtained in the CPh, which are closer to TPs obtained in the PPh, should have a higher weight than RPs that are far away. The estimated coordinates (x e , y e ) of the TPs are calculated using the equation (1):
where (x i , y i ) are the coordinates of the k-RP and w i are the weights for each distance d i . Figure 4a shows a simple example of application of the WKNN algorithm for two reference points RP 1 and RP 2 , one test point, TP, and three beacons labeled B 1 , B 2 , and B 3 . The RSS value (dBm) of each beacon is measured at each RP/TP: These values can be represented in the signal space (see Figure 4b) , that is, for a particular RP or TP the RSS of all beacons is represented as a point in a multi-dimensional space. In this space, the distance d i (i = 1, 2) from each RP to the TP is calculated by means of a distance or similarity metric, such as the Euclidean distance of equation (2):
where RSS RPi Bj ( j = 1, 2, 3) is the RSS from the beacon B j measured at reference point RP i and RSS TP Bj is the RSS from beacon B j measured at test point TP. In this context, the main assumption in the WKNN algorithm is that the RPs closest to the TP in the signal space (having a smaller distance, d i ) are spatially close points. Consequently those RPs will have larger weights w i (see Equation (1)) and a larger contribution to the final value of the estimated coordinates (x e , y e ) of the TP. The distance/similarity metric employed in this paper was the Euclidean [4, 67] . 
Experimental Setup
Figures 5 and 6 show the two chosen scenarios, while Figures 7 and 8 show the corresponding schematic views. Following the manufacturers' installation recommendations [68] , deployed BLE 5 beacons were situated in both scenarios at a fixed height of 2.1 m and configured with the Eddystone and iBeacon protocols. In the first scenario, part of the main corridor of our research institution, a rectangular testbed (hereinafter TB1) of 17 m × 3 m with an area of 51 m 2 was chosen, with a grid of 12 reference points in a single line and 10 test points (see Figure 7) , taking the (x, y) coordinates of all points with a laser In the first scenario, part of the main corridor of our research institution, a rectangular testbed (hereinafter TB1) of 17 m × 3 m with an area of 51 m 2 was chosen, with a grid of 12 reference points in a single line and 10 test points (see Figure 7) , taking the (x, y) coordinates of all points with a laser pointer. The materials of which TB1 and its furniture are composed are mainly concrete floors and walls, wooden ceilings and some metallic trash bins. Depending on the test, four or seven beacons 2 2 In the first scenario, part of the main corridor of our research institution, a rectangular testbed (hereinafter TB1) of 17 m × 3 m with an area of 51 m 2 was chosen, with a grid of 12 reference points in a single line and 10 test points (see Figure 7) , taking the (x, y) coordinates of all points with a laser pointer. The materials of which TB1 and its furniture are composed are mainly concrete floors and walls, wooden ceilings and some metallic trash bins. Depending on the test, four or seven beacons were installed giving densities of one beacon per 12.75 m 2 and 7.28 m 2 respectively. The first four (labeled B1 to B4 in Figure 7b ) were placed on columns with a distance of 3.5 m between each of them, while the remaining three (labeled B5 to B7) were placed on the opposite wall with the same distance between them and at a certain displacement with respect to the first four: The objective of this configuration is that the signals from the beacons cover the largest possible surface area. All the beacons were configured with the same values of Tx and A for all tests.

In the CPh for all tests, RSS values were taken for the four cardinal directions and the four intermediate directions, i.e., east, northeast, north, northwest, west, southwest, south and southeast (E, NE, N, NW, W, SW, S and SE. See Figures 7a and 8a) . In some tests, both in CPh and PPh, measurements were taken without the presence of people, while in other tests a slight presence of people was included in the PPh (see Section 5.2).
The second chosen scenario was a corridor near the access to the library in the School of Computer Engineering of the University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria. In that scenario, a rectangular testbed (hereinafter TB2) of 16 m × 7 m with an area of 112 m 2 was chosen with a grid of 16 RPs in a single line and 14 TPs (see Figure 8 ), taking the (x, y) coordinates of all points with a laser pointer. The materials of which TB2 and its furniture are composed of mainly ceramic floors, concrete walls, metal and glass showcases and metal ceilings. Fourteen beacons were installed giving a density of one beacon per 8.0 m 2 . The first seven, labeled with odd numbers (B1 to B13 of Figure 8b ), were placed on a wall with a distance of 2.15 m between each of them, while the remaining seven, labeled with even numbers (B2 to B14), were placed on the opposite side, some on top of the showcases (B2 to B12) and some on top of a wall (B13, B14), with the same distance between them and a certain displacement with respect to beacons on the opposite wall: The objective was the same as in TB1. All the beacons were configured with the same values of Tx and A for all tests. In this scenario, the movement of people during the tests through the testbed was continuous in both phases (see Sections 5.9-5.11).
Once the raw reference fingerprints had been recorded with 15 s of samples (TB1) or 30 s of samples (TB2), a smaller fingerprint database was constructed taking the mean of the maximum RSS values for each beacon, cardinal direction, protocol and channel [69] . In the PPh, a similar procedure used in the CPh was used to record at 14 TPs situated randomly in the grid: In this case, and in order to simulate a real positioning situation, only eight samples for each protocol and channel in a fixed orientation were taken (north direction). A smaller fingerprint database was constructed from the original: For each beacon, protocol and channel, the maximum RSS value was calculated in the fixed orientation. We guaranteed the coherence of the orientation in both phases using a compass attached to the wheeled table.
The ideal and theoretical CPh-duration for each test is given by equation (3):
where t s is the sampling time in each RP per orientation, O is the number of orientations in the CPh and R is the number of RPs. In the particular cases of testbeds TB1 and TB2, the values of D were, respectively, 12-24 min (6-12 RPs) and 32-64 min (8-16 RPs).
Results
In this work, positioning accuracy and precision were expressed, respectively, by the mean error and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) obtained through the WKNN algorithm [20] . Euclidean was the distance used for the calculation of weights in the WKNN algorithm since in previous works it has been detected that the distance/similarity used is not critical [69] . As was mentioned in Section 3, the current firmware versions installed in the two brands of Bluetooth 5 beacons only support a 1 Mbps bit rate, therefore, this was the default value for all tests. Although the specific value of A = 100 ms consumes more battery in the beacons than other higher values, it has been used in many tests because it considerably reduces site survey time by allowing sufficient samples to be obtained in a short time interval and because increasing the CPh sampling time does not necessarily increase accuracy significantly [49, 69] . Nevertheless, in some tests the A = 500 ms value was also employed. In order to reduce the CPh, we also tested lower radio map densities by increasing the distance between RPs: Increasing the radio map density provides better accuracies but only to a certain extent [28] .
We carried out some studies prior to the tests. In the first, we represented the RSS values vs. time for each protocol, channel and beacon. Figure 9 shows the case corresponding to the test of Section 5.1. In this image, several things were observed: The receiver capturing data packets coming from the beacons follows in general the sequence of channels 37, 38, 39, independently of the protocol and beacon. It was also observed that the packets that Wireshark reports as erroneous (empty circles or squares) corresponded to very low RSS values: These packets were ruled out in all tests. We carried out some studies prior to the tests. In the first, we represented the RSS values vs. time for each protocol, channel and beacon. Figure 9 shows the case corresponding to the test of subsection 5.1. In this image, several things were observed: The receiver capturing data packets coming from the beacons follows in general the sequence of channels 37, 38, 39, independently of the protocol and beacon. It was also observed that the packets that Wireshark reports as erroneous (empty circles or squares) corresponded to very low RSS values: These packets were ruled out in all tests. In the second, we studied how the number of samples varies as the number of protocols and beacons increases. It is easy to see that the theoretical number of samples, s, per protocol (iBeacon or Eddystone) and channel is given by the relation expressed by equation (4):
where is the sampling time (in seconds) and A is the advertising interval (in ms). The total number of samples in the three channels will be = 3 s. We detected that when progressively increasing progressively the number of protocols and beacons, the value of is almost equally distributed between the two protocols, and more importantly, is smaller but very close to the theoretical value of Equation (4). Tables 2 and 3 show the theoretical and experimental values of for a specific case. In the second, we studied how the number of samples varies as the number of protocols and beacons increases. It is easy to see that the theoretical number of samples, s, per protocol (iBeacon or Eddystone) and channel is given by the relation expressed by equation (4):
where t s is the sampling time (in seconds) and A is the advertising interval (in ms). The total number of samples in the three channels will be s T = 3 s. We detected that when progressively increasing progressively the number of protocols and beacons, the value of s T is almost equally distributed between the two protocols, and more importantly, is smaller but very close to the theoretical value of Equation (4). Tables 2 and 3 show the theoretical and experimental values of s T for a specific case. This result will allow us in some tests to simulate a smaller number of beacons with certain geometrical distributions by removing from the RP-DB and the TP-DB the values corresponding to the beacons to eliminate. In the case of having actually done the tests with a lower number of beacons, the number of samples would be equal to or greater than the number obtained by these simulations, so we can state that in any case the results obtained correspond to an unfavorable situation with respect to the number of samples.
In the third preliminary study, we took the RSS values of seven beacons in testbed TB1 during one hour at an intermediate point on the grid. The objective of this study was to observe the temporal behavior of the BLE signal and its fast fades in order to filter out the outliers if necessary. Figure 10 shows the RSS vs. time plot: As there were no people present during this preliminary test, the signal was almost constant but there were outliers of up to 6 dBm. In some of the subsequent tests, we filtered outliers that were more than three scaled median absolute deviations. so we can state that in any case the results obtained correspond to an unfavorable situation with respect to the number of samples.
In the third preliminary study, we took the RSS values of seven beacons in testbed TB1 during one hour at an intermediate point on the grid. The objective of this study was to observe the temporal behavior of the BLE signal and its fast fades in order to filter out the outliers if necessary. Figure 10 shows the RSS vs. time plot: As there were no people present during this preliminary test, the signal was almost constant but there were outliers of up to 6 dBm. In some of the subsequent tests, we filtered outliers that were more than three scaled median absolute deviations. In all the tests presented in the next subsections, the data collection at each RP was carried out in eight directions on the XY plane (see Figures 7a and 8a) : In a previous work we observed better positioning accuracy when increasing the number of directions in the CPh [58] .
Tests performed in TB1 are described below in subsections 5.1 to 5.8, while those performed in TB2 are described in subsections 5.9 to 5.11. In each subsection, a description of the experiment with its objectives and param is introduced. As a summary, Table 4 shows the main configuration of each test, the scenario in which it was carried out and the objective of the test. Finally, subsection 5.12 summarizes the conclusions of each test. 
Testbed
Test #: Main setup Objective #1: Receiver attached horizontally to OD (SoC nRF52832).
Effect of Tx on the positioning accuracy for a specific receiver orientation. #2a: Receiver attached vertically to OD In all the tests presented in the next subsections, the data collection at each RP was carried out in eight directions on the XY plane (see Figures 7a and 8a) : In a previous work we observed better positioning accuracy when increasing the number of directions in the CPh [58] .
Tests performed in TB1 are described below in Section 5.1 to 5.8, while those performed in TB2 are described in Section 5.9 to 5.11. In each subsection, a description of the experiment with its objectives and parameters is introduced. As a summary, Table 4 shows the main configuration of each test, the scenario in which it was carried out and the objective of the test. Finally, Section 5.12 summarizes the conclusions of each test. Effect of number of beacons and geometric distribution on the positioning accuracy in a different testbed.
#11: Idem #4. Effect of a lower grid density on the positioning accuracy in a different testbed.
TESTS #1: TB1, nRF52840 DK Attached Horizontally to OD
The aim of this group of tests was to test the effect of Tx on the positioning accuracy for a specific orientation of the receiver (nRF52840 DK). Figure 1a shows the way in which the receiver was initially attached to the OD. Table 5 shows the main features of this group of tests. Kontakt Pro beacons B1 to B4 (see Figure 7b) were configured with three different values of Tx and a unique value of A. In both phases, no people were present during the data collection. Table 6 shows the accuracy results. We will present only the best accuracy values (first three k-neighbors) although in all tests performed the best results were obtained using k = 1.
In general, it was observed that Tx code 7 produced better results for accuracy, although in some channels the differences were small; therefore, in the following tests only the two extreme Tx values of the beacons were used, that is, Tx code 1 and Tx code 7. Table 6 . Accuracy (in m) for Tests #1. For each Tx code, the first and second data columns refer to the iBeacon and Eddystone protocol respectively. The three advertising channels are referred to as Ch 37, etc., and the number of neighbors in the WKNN algorithm, as k. 
TESTS #2a and #2b: TB1, nRF52840 DK Attached Vertically to OD
In order to test the effect of receiver orientation, nRF52840 DK was attached vertically to the OD in this group of tests (see Figure 1b) .
Test #2a. No people were present during the test in both phases. Table 7 shows the main features of these tests. Comparing values of Tables 6 and 8 it could be clearly seen that when the receiver was attached vertically to the OD, accuracy improved, with Tx code 7 (+4 dBm) giving the best overall results. Table 8 . Accuracy (in m) for Test #2a. For each Tx code, the first and second data columns refer to the iBeacon and Eddystone protocol respectively. The three advertising channels are referred to as Ch 37, etc., and the number of neighbors in the WKNN algorithm, as k. Test #2b. As an additional test to #2a, we included a slight noise in the environment with the presence of two people in the positioning phase for Tx code 7: The first person standing at each RP/TP just in front of the receiver (blocking the signal coming from the beacons situated behind) and the second person walking continuously around the environment. Table 9 shows a comparison of accuracy values. Table 8 shows accuracy results for Test #2a. It can be seen that the slight noise introduced in the PPh had an influence on the positioning accuracy but was not excessive.
All the following tests were carried out with the nRD52840 DK attached vertically to OD.
TEST #3: TB1, MINEW E7 Beacons
In order to compare the bit rate performance of SoC 52,832 and SoC 52810, MINEW E7 beacons B1 to B4 (see Figure 7b) were configured with unique Tx and A values. Table 10 shows the main features of this test. Observing the values in Table 11 , it can be seen that with Tx code 7, SoC nRF52832 integrated in Kontakt Pro beacons offered better results (except for channel 38) than SoC nRF52810 integrated in MINEW E7 beacons.
The following tests were carried out only with Kontak Pro beacons. Table 11 shows accuracy results for Test #3. 
TESTS #4: TB1, Increasing the Number of Beacons
The aim of these two tests was to study the effect on accuracy by increasing the number of beacons. Kontakt Pro beacons B1 to B7 (see Figure 7b) were configured with two extreme values of Tx and a unique value of A. Table 12 shows the main features of these tests. The values in Tables 8 and 13 show that increasing the number of beacons from four to seven had a positive impact on accuracy for both values of Tx, although it was more relevant in channels 38 and 39. Table 13 shows accuracy results for Tests #4. 
TESTS #5: TB1, Variable Number and Geometric Distribution of Beacons
The results of Section 5.4 led us to study the impact of the number of beacons and their geometric distribution on the accuracy. Using the DB constructed in Section 5.4., a variable number of beacons and geometric distribution was simulated by eliminating the RSS values of some particular beacons in the RP-DB and TP-DB. It is important to note that these tests are based on previous results for the number of samples seen at the beginning of Section 5. Table 14 shows the main features of these tests. Tables 15 and 16 show accuracy results for Tx code 1 and Tx code 7 respectively. Table 15 . Accuracies (in m) for Test #5, Tx code 1. For each beacon combination, the first and second data columns refer to the iBeacon and Eddystone protocol respectively. The first row shows the total number of beacons and the second shows the labels of the beacons used (see Figure 7b) . The three advertising channels are referred to as Ch 37, etc., and the number of neighbors in the WKNN algorithm, as k. Table 16 . Accuracies (in m) for Test #5, Tx code 7. For each beacon combination, the first and second data columns refer to the iBeacon and Eddystone protocol respectively. The first row shows the total number of beacons and the second shows the labels of the beacons used (see Figure 7b) . The three advertising channels are referred to as Ch 37, etc., and the number of neighbors in the WKNN algorithm, as k. In general, it was observed that the best accuracy was obtained as the number of beacons increased although in some cases the values were similar.
TESTS #6a and #6b: TB1, Higher Advertising Interval, A.
The previous results led us to study the impact of increasing the value of A while keeping the sampling time constant, which entails reducing the number of samples. Table 17 shows the main features of these tests and Table 18 shows a comparison of the accuracy for two values of A. It was observed that reducing the advertising interval (from A = 100 ms to A = 500 ms) did not have an excessive impact on accuracy.
As we did in a previous experiment (see Section 5.2) we included a slight noise with the presence of two people in the test field. Table 19 shows accuracy results for Tests #6. Table 19 . Comparison of accuracies (in m) for Tests #6a and #6b. For each option, the first and second data columns refer to the iBeacon and Eddystone protocol respectively. The three advertising channels are symbolized as Ch 37, etc. and the number of neighbors in the WKNN algorithm as k.
Tx code = 7 (no people)
Tx code = 7 (people) k iB37 Ed37 iB37 Ed37 1 As in the test mentioned above, introducing a slight noise did not have a great impact on accuracy.
TESTS #7: TB1, Lower Grid Density
The purpose of these tests was to check the effect on the accuracy of a grid with fewer reference points: In particular, odd reference points RP1, RP3, etc. were taken (see Figure 7b) . Table 20 shows the main features of these tests. Comparing accuracy values of Table 21 it could be seen that halving grid density did not excessively worsen the accuracy for both Tx code 1 and Tx code 7. Table 21 shows accuracy results for Tests #7. 
TESTS #8: TB1, Seven Beacons, Removal of Outliers
As discussed in previous studies at the beginning of Section 5, we filtered outliers that were more than three scaled median absolute deviations. Table 22 shows a comparison of accuracies with and without removing outliers.
It could be observed that the introduction of an outlier filtering step had little influence on the accuracy in general.
In the next subsections, we will describe the tests performed in the second testbed (TB2). 
TESTS #9: TB2, 14 Beacons
In order to validate the results obtained in the first testbed (TB1), we carried out a set of tests in the second testbed (TB2).
As we saw in Section 4, the area of this test field is 112 m 2 and a density of beacons equal to one beacon per 8 m 2 was initially used. Regarding the presence of people, two people were standing at each RP/TP just in front of the receiver (blocking the signal coming from the beacons situated behind) and, on average, five people were crossing the testbed. Tables 23 and 24 show the main features and accuracy results of these tests, respectively. From Table 24 it can be seen that the accuracy results were better for Tx code 7 although for some channels the differences were relatively small. Figure 11 shows the precision of this test for Tx code 7 represented by the value of the CDF vs. the mean error. Table 25 shows the main features of these tests while Tables 26 and 27 show accuracies for Tx code 1 and Tx code 7, respectively. Regarding the presence of people, two people were standing at each RP/TP just in front of the receiver (blocking the signal coming from the beacons situated behind) and, on average, five people were crossing the testbed. Table 25 shows the main features of these tests while Tables 26 and 27 show accuracies for Tx code 1 and Tx code 7, respectively. Regarding the presence of people, two people were standing at each RP/TP just in front of the receiver (blocking the signal coming from the beacons situated behind) and, on average, five people were crossing the testbed. Table 26 . Accuracies (in m) for Tests #10, Tx code 1. For each number of beacons, the first and second data columns refer to the iBeacon and Eddystone protocol respectively. The first row shows the total number of beacons and the second shows the labels of the beacons used (see Figure 8b) . The three advertising channels are referred to as Ch 37, etc., and the number of neighbors in the WKNN algorithm, as k. Table 27 . Accuracies (in m) for Tests #10, Tx code 7. For each number of beacons, the first and second data columns refer to the iBeacon and Eddystone protocol respectively. The first row shows the total number of beacons and the second shows the labels of the beacons used (see Figure 8b) . The three advertising channels are referred to as Ch 37, etc., and the number of neighbors in the WKNN algorithm, as k. 2,4,6,8,10,12,14   1,3,5,7,9,11,13  2,4,6,8,10,12 Just as in the tests of Section 5.5, it was observed that increasing the number of beacons improved accuracy, but the differences were not very large.
TESTS #10: TB2, Variable Number and Geometric Distribution of Beacons
TESTS #11: TB2, Lower Grid Density
As we did in Section 5.7 for testbed TB1, we also studied the effect of a lower grid density in TB2. Table 28 shows the main features of these tests and Table 29 shows the corresponding accuracy. Regarding the presence of people, two people were standing at each RP/TP just in front of the receiver (blocking the signal coming from the beacons situated behind) and, on average, five people were crossing the testbed. Table 29 . Accuracy (in m) for Tests #11. For each number of RP, the first and second data columns refer to the iBeacon and Eddystone protocol respectively. The three advertising channels are referred to as Ch 37, etc., and the number of neighbors in the WKNN algorithm, as k. As in Section 5.7, it could be seen that halving grid density did not excessively worsen the accuracy for both Tx code 1 and Tx code 7. Table 30 shows the main conclusions about accuracy for the different tests. 
Conclusions Related to the Tests
Discussion
The best accuracy results in both scenarios were obtained with power Tx code 7 and k = 1 (see Tables 6 and 24 ). However, in both scenarios the results with power Tx code 1 were not far from these values: On average in the three channels the error only worsened by about 11.8%. This result was important because lower power means considerable battery savings, which translates into savings in the maintenance cost of a possible massive deployment of beacons. Consequently, in these scenarios and from an energy point of view, a conservative strategy could be chosen in relation to Tx.
The vertical or horizontal orientation of the receiving device (nRF52840 DK) had an impact on accuracy, with the best results being obtained with vertical orientation (see Table 8 ). On average in the three channels the improvement in accuracy was around 14.4%. Therefore, in the possible tests that we will carry out in the future with this device, the vertical orientation will be used.
Introducing a slight noise during the positioning phase did not significantly affect accuracy (see Table 9 ). On average in the three channels accuracy worsened when introducing noise by around 2.2%. Therefore, it was possible to collect data in scenarios with a moderate presence of people without having a significant impact on positioning.
Comparing the accuracy results of SoC nRF52832 and nRF52810, it could be seen that in general the former gave better values than the latter (see Table 11 ). The average improvement in accuracy in the three channels was around 2.2%. Therefore, we would opt for testing with the first SoC in future works.
Decreasing the density of beacons worsened accuracy in both scenarios. For example, in the first scenario, when the number of beacons decreased by 71% (from seven to two, that is, from a density of one beacon per 7.3 m 2 to one beacon per 25.5 m 2 ), the average accuracy in the three channels worsened by 58% (see Table 16 ). However, decreasing the number of beacons in TB1 by 43% (from seven to four, that is, from a density of one beacon per 7.3 m 2 to one beacon per 12.75 m 2 ), the average accuracy worsened in the three channels by only 8%. In the second, for example, when the number of beacons decreases by 50% (from 14 to seven, that is, from a density of one beacon per 8.0 m 2 to one beacon per 16.0 m 2 ), the average accuracy in the three channels worsened by only 9.2% (see Table 27 ). Again, in scenarios where it was necessary to maintain low energy consumption and low deployment and maintenance costs, it was possible to use a low density of beacons without excessively altering accuracy. It was observed that in both scenarios certain geometric distributions of beacons offer better results than others. New in-depth studies are needed on the influence of the geometric distribution of beacons on positioning.
Increasing the value of the advertising interval, A, did not have a significant impact on static positioning accuracy, whether there was a slight presence of noise or not (see Tables 18 and 19 ). Multiplying the value of A by 5 (from A = 100 to A = 500) led to an average accuracy reduction in the three channels of only 6.1%. Again, this result tells us that in scenarios where low energy consumption and low maintenance costs are required, it is possible to increase the value of A without excessively altering the accuracy.
Accuracy did not worsen significantly in both scenarios by increasing the distance between reference points, i.e., lowering the resolution of the grid (an RP line in this case). For example, a 50% reduction in the number of RPs (from 12 RPs to six in the first scenario and from 16 to eight in the second) only worsened accuracy on average in the three channels by around 8% and 11.1% respectively (see Tables 21 and 29 ). This result directly affected the CPh-DB construction, which is a fingerprinting drawback, and therefore in future tests will serve as a basis for initially establishing a less populated grid of RPs.
Removal of outliers in the reference points-database did not have a significant impact on improving accuracy (see Table 22 ).
The calibration phase in fingerprinting is a long and tedious process: The studies presented in this paper aim to facilitate and reduce the duration of data collection and to find the optimal values of parameters related to BLE beacons, such as Tx, A, number, geometric distribution, etc., which favor energy saving, achieve good static positioning accuracy and, therefore, offer precise advanced services.
Following the results obtained in previous tests, we can conclude that best accuracy results were obtained using beacons with SoC nRF52832, receptor nRF52840 with vertical orientation and A = 100 ms. Using the above parameters, Table 31 shows the influence of other studied parameters on the positioning accuracy (average of the three channels) for TB2. Table 31 . Influence of Tx and beacon density on positioning accuracy with beacons integrating SoC nRF52832, with a receptor nRF52840 in a vertical orientation and A = 100 ms.
Tx (dBm)
Beacon Density Accuracy (m) From these results and from an energy point of view, we can conclude that it is possible to perform a conservative deployment, i.e., with a low density of beacons with low Tx values, obtaining an accuracy not far from less conservative deployments (with higher densities and Tx values). For example, in row 4 we observed an accuracy of 2.1 m (very close to the best of 1.8 m) setting a lower Tx (-20 dBm) and a lower density of beacons (one per 16 m 2 ).
The semi-automatic system presented allowed us to perform many tests without excessive time cost. Table 32 shows a comparison of the duration of tests performed using the proposed semi-automatic system and a manual data collection system. For the calculation of the duration of each test under ideal conditions and using the proposed semi-automatic system, Equation (3) was used, and in the case of a manual data collection, a delay of 30 s in the changes between orientations was also estimated using the same equation. From Table 32 the benefits of the proposed semi-automatic system can be clearly seen: The duration of the tests was reduced by between 50% and 66%. These results signify a clear contribution of the presented work, since it contributes to mitigating one of the great handicaps of fingerprinting: The time that is dedicated to data collection in the CPh and that in many cases makes its use unfeasible in real environments. Moreover, these times could be shortened introducing some improvements. As stated in the introductory section, an automatic data capture system would have many benefits in various fingerprinting data collection approaches. The semi-automatic system presented is the first stage of a fully automatic platform that we are currently developing.
In addition, and with respect to other related works, the work presented here deals with the variation of RSS by increasing the number of user orientations (8) leading to an improvement in positioning accuracy.
From Tables 32 and 33 it was also observed that a 50% reduction in the number of RPs did not excessively worsen the accuracy and produced a 50% reduction in the duration of these tests. Although it is not a simple task to compare different IPS since, in general, each system may have a different parameterseter range and a different way of computing accuracy/precision, etc., Table 33 compared the precision values obtained in other works with that obtained in our proposal. As could be seen, we achieved an accuracy of 2.6 m 90% of the time with a much lower density of RPs (0.12 RP/m 2 ). Another notable development was our study of the performance of two different BLE 5 SoCs: nRF52832 and nRF52810. These SoCs, with the right firmware, will in the future support all the features of BLE 5 mentioned in Section 1, and therefore this work could serve as a basis for other studies. With respect to positioning accuracy, our results show that the first performed slightly better than the second: On average, in the three advertising channels, the accuracy was 1.3 m vs. 1.4 m, respectively. However, in a possible situation of a massive deployment, it would be necessary to take into account the cost of each beacon that these SoCs integrate-currently 32€ and 11€, respectively.
With respect to the nRF52840 receiver, although we are aware of its use in two different works [54, 55] , this receiver is used for purposes other than indoor positioning. In addition, the study carried out with this receiver regarding the influence of its orientation on the accuracy of the positioning is novel; the best results were obtained with the vertical orientation. 
